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When Miss Elizabeth Waterstone encounters the enigmatic Duke of Diable Delamere in the most

shocking of circumstances, she is determined to exploit his rakish expertise to the fullest extent. The

duke agrees to teach her everything she needs to know but in return expects to receive her

unwitting cooperation to uncover an assassination plot against the monarchy. But Elizabeth is hard

to deceive, and the duke finds himself needing more than her innocent skills in his bed. Together

they must use their remarkable abilities to thwart a villain, save the Prince Regent, and accidentally

and inevitably fall in love.
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A strong and intelligent female heroine and a jaded gentleman.I didn't find myself liking the male

lead, Jack. He never became a sympathetic figure to me. His apologies came with a but as he never

really took responsibility for his actions. Jack wasn't as redeemed as he could have been.

I really enjoyed this book I couldn't wait to read second book in series. Second book was the

opposite skipped a bunch of pages and couldn't wait to finish it. Took a chance on third book and so

far it's good.

Great story line. I'm now addicted to this series of books. Can read these stories over and over

again.



great read

A love story with a little bit of betrayal and lies all around. It was well told and held my interest. It had

a lot of scandalous behavior that the ton would gossip about for weeks! The next story sneak peak

has me wondering...

love it

I gave this book five stars because it was a well written story and the characters were great. I

recommend this book to anyone who enjoys this kind of romance.

Really enjoyed this book. What more can I say
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